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Different from previous scenarios that topological magnons emerge in local spin models, we pro-
pose an alternative that itinerant electron magnets can host topological magnons. A one-dimensional
Tasaki model with a flat band is considered as the prototype. This model can be viewed as a quar-
ter filled periodic Anderson model with impurities located in between and hybridizing with the
nearest-neighbor conducting electrons, together with a Hubbard repulsion for these electrons. By
increasing the Hubbard interaction, the gap between the acoustic and optical magnons closes and
reopens while the Berry phase of the acoustic band changes from 0 to pi, leading to the occurrence
of a topological transition. After this transition, there always exist in-gap edge magnonic modes
which is consistent with the bulk-edge correspondence. The Hubbard interaction driven transition
reveals a new mechanism to realize non-trivial magnon bands.
I. INTRODUCTION
Band structure with non-trivial topology1 has been one
of the most active fields in condensed matter physics since
the discovery of topological insulators2,3. Although the
pioneering works focused on bands of fermionic quasi-
particles4–9, the underlying concepts, such as Berry phase
or Berry curvature10, Chern number11,12, and Dirac or
Weyl point13, apply equally to systems that host bands of
bosonic excitations. Actually, extensive theoretical and
experimental works have been devoted to several areas
with bosonic elementary excitations, ranging from topo-
logical photonics14 to topological phononics15.
Magnons, the bosonic quanta of collective spin-1 exci-
tations in a system with a magnetically ordered ground
state, also exhibit band structures in crystals. Re-
cently, the search of topological magnons has attracted
much attention16–30, not only because of fundamen-
tal interest but also due to its possible applications in
spintronics31. It was proposed theoretically16,17 that a
Kagome lattice ferromagnet, whose Hamiltonian includes
the direct Heisenberg exchange as well as Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (DM) interaction32,33, can host magnon bands
with non-zero Chern numbers in the framework of lin-
ear spin wave theory. In such system, by the stan-
dard Holstein-Primakof (HP) transformation34, the lo-
cal spin model can be mapped to a free bosonic model,
with the DM term acting as a vector potential for the
propagation of magnons similar to the magnetic field
for electrons. Thus non-zero Berry curvature is intro-
duced and non-trivial band topology is induced. Such
scheme was tested in Cu[1,3-benzenedicarboxylate(bdc)]
by the measurements of the magnon dispersions using
inelastic neutron scatterings18. Magnon Hall effect35,
as a consequence of the non-zero Berry curvature of
the magnon bands, was also observed in such ferromag-
netic materials in recent heat transport experiments16,36.
Other theoretical proposals and experimental realiza-
tions include Weyl magnons in ferromagnetic and anti-
ferromagnetic pyrochlores19,20,24, topological magnons in
honeycomb ferromagnet21, Dirac and nodal line magnons
in Cu3TeO6
28–30, etc.
These previous proposals share common features: they
are based on local spin models where the linear spin wave
theory provides a comprehensive understanding and the
DM interaction is crucial to generate non-trivial band
topology. Local spin magnetism originates from the ex-
change interactions between local electron spins. There
exists another class of magnetism, the itinerant mag-
netism, which results from different mechanisms. Espe-
cially, due to the lack of exact one local electron spin per
physical site in such magnets, the standard linear spin
wave theory fails. Then, a natural question of funda-
mental interest follows: can topological magnons emerge
in itinerant magnets? If so, what is the mechanism that
leads to itinerant topological magnons? Here, we will
investigate this with a one-dimensional interacting elec-
tronic model with a flat band as the prototype.
The existence of flat electron bands is one of
the simplest mechanisms that result in itinerant
ferromagnetism37–39. The stability of the ferromagnetic
ground state and low energy spin wave excitations in such
systems have been investigated in several works40–42, yet
the band topology of such magnons has long been ig-
nored. Detailed studies of the topological properties of
magnons in itinerant magnets are still lacking and highly
deserved. In this paper, we consider a one-dimensional
Tasaki model37,43, which can be viewed as a quarter filled
periodic Anderson model with impurities located at the
center of bonds of two nearest-neighbor lattice sites and
hybridizing with itinerant electrons at these sites, to-
gether with a Hubbard repulsion for itinerant electrons.
When the on-site energy of impurities is properly tuned,
an exact flat electron band emerges and is separated from
an upper band by a gap. Then the on-site Hubbard in-
teractions lead the ground state to be a ferromagnetic
insulator. The gap between the flat band and upper
band is taken to be the largest energy scale in this pa-
per. Therefore, one can project the Hubbard interac-
tions onto the half-filled flat band41,43, and in this way a
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2much larger system than the usual exact diagonalization
(UED) method can be numerically accessed. The spin-1
excitation spectrum is calculated by this projected ex-
act diagonalization (PED) method and the low-energy
part exhibits well defined magnon band structures, with
an acoustic and an optical magnon band. By increas-
ing the Hubbard interaction between conducting elec-
trons, the gap between the acoustic and optical magnons
closes and reopens while the Berry phase of the acoustic
band changes from 0 to pi, suggesting the occurrence of
a topological transition. After this transition, consistent
with the bulk-edge correspondence, there always exist in-
gap edge magnonic modes. The topological magnons are
shown to be stable against several perturbations, such as
the non-flatness of the lower electron band, the nearest
neighbor interactions between electrons, etc. Therefore,
we elaborate the existence of topological magnons in itin-
erant electron ferromagnets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II,
we introduce our prototype model and formulate the
PED method. In Sec.III, we summarize the phase dia-
gram of the model by presenting the numerical results of
the magnon bands, Berry phase and edge states. Sec.IV
discusses the stability of the topological magnons against
perturbations. Sec.V provides a summary and discussion.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
A. Introduction of model
The electron model we consider, as is illustrated in
Fig.1(a), can be written as
H = t
∑
〈ij〉AA
c†iAcjA + h.c.+ λ
∑
〈ij〉AB
c†iAcjB + h.c.
+ 
∑
i
c†iBciB + Us
∑
i
niA↑niA↓ + Ud
∑
i
niB↑niB↓
(1)
Here, 〈ij〉AA denotes the nearest-neighbor bonds among
A sites and 〈ij〉AB denotes the nearest-neighbor bonds
between A and B sites,  is the onsite energy at B sites.
Us and Ud are the Hubbard repulsions at A and B sites,
respectively. Others are in standard notation. This
model can be viewed as a modified periodic Anderson
model, with A sites hosting the conducting electrons and
B sites acting as impurities located at the center of the
nearest-neighbor AA bonds. A standard periodic An-
derson model ignores the Us term considering that it is
usually small compared to Ud at half-filling. Here, Us
is essential to the generation of ferromagentism in the
quarter-filled case37.
When  = λ2/t−2t, the free part of the model possesses
an exact flat electron band, which is separated from the
upper band by a gap equal to λ2/t, as shown in Fig.1(b).
We will first discuss the results related to the flat-band
in the lowest energy, and then discuss the effects of a dis-
persive lowest energy band in Sec.IV. Here, λ is taken to
A
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FIG. 1. (color online). (a) Schematic illustration of Eq.1. A
and B denote the two inequivalent sites. The hopping am-
plitude t, hybridization λ, on-site energy , and Hubbard in-
teractions Us and Ud are also shown. (b) Band structure of
the free part of Eq.1 with  = λ2/t − 2t which leads to an
exact flat band. Here, λ is taken to be 1.4t. (c) Illustration
of the creation of a spin-1 excitation with a center-of-mass
momentum q on the ferromagentic ground state in the PED
method.
be larger than both Us and Ud. Therefore the Hubbard
interactions (Us and Ud terms) can be projected onto
the flat band. As is well known, the ground state of a
half-filled flat electron band with Hubbard interactions is
an itinerant ferromagnet. Then, the creation of a spin-1
excitation with a center-of-mass momentum q from the
fully spin-polarized ground state is just to choose a single
particle state with momentum ki, flip the electron’s spin
on it and move it onto another single particle state with
momentum kj = ki − q, as illustrated in Fig.1(c). Thus,
the total dimension of the Hilbert space of spin-1 excita-
tions with a definite center-of-mass momentum is linear
with respect to the system size Nq, which is in sharp con-
trast to the exponential dependence in the UED method.
Therefore, a much larger system can be numerically ac-
cessed by this PED method, as presented below we can
obtain the numerical results with lattice sites Nq up to
800(800 A sites and 800 B sites).
B. Formulation of PED method
To perform the projection of the interactions between
electrons onto the flat band, the free part H0 of the
Hamiltonian must be diagonalized first. Considering the
z component of the electron spin is a conserved quantity,
as is the case of Eq.1 in this paper, we can write H0 in
momentum space in a general form as follows
H0 =
∑
k
[
c†k↑ c
†
k↓
] [
H↑(k) 0
0 H↓(k)
] [
ck↑
ck↓
]
(2)
Here, ckσ = [ckσ1, · · · , ckσm] is a 1 × m vector, Hσ
is a m × m matrix, σ =↑↓, and m denotes the num-
ber of orbital indices (the site index is considered as a
generalized orbital index) of the electron operator in a
unit cell. Take a linear superposition of the c operator,
3αkσµ =
∑m
i=1 [Uσ(k)]†µi ckσi, which is used to diagonalize
H0, i.e. [Uσ(k)]†µ′i′ Hσi′i(k)Uσiµ(k) = εσµ(k)δµ′,µ, here µ
denotes the band index, i the orbital index, and ε the
eigen single-particle energy. Let P be the set of the in-
dices of the bands onto which we want to project the
original Hamiltonian, and P the corresponding projec-
tor, then
P †ckσiP =
∑
µ∈P
Uσiµ(k)αkσµ (3)
For the model Eq.1 we considered in this paper, P con-
tains nothing but the flat band. However, for a general
multi-band system, P should contain all the indices of
the bands that contribute to low-energy physics. We
keep the summation over P in Eq.3 explicitly because
it can deal with our model Eq.1 subject to open bound-
ary conditions as well by just ignoring the k index. The
ground state |GS〉 of a half-filled flat band with Hubbard
interactions is a ferromagnet,
|GS〉 =
∏
µ∈P
∏
k
α†k↑µ|Vac〉 (4)
Here, |Vac〉 denotes the vacuum of electrons. After the
projection, as shown in Fig.1(c), the basis for a spin-1
excitation with a center-of-mass momentum q is
|q, k, µµ′〉 = α†k−q↓µαk↑µ′ |GS〉 (5)
Here we have included the band indices µ and µ′ for a
general consideration. It is straightforward to get the
operation of H0 on the above basis
〈q′, k′, νν′|′P †H0P |q, k, µµ′〉
= [ε↓µ(k − q)− ε↑µ′(k)] δµ,νδµ′,ν′δk,k′δq,q′
(6)
As to the Hubbard interactions HU , which in momentum
space can be written as
HU =
1
N
∑
i
Ui
∑
kk′p
c†k−p↑ick↑ic
†
k′+p↓ick′↓i (7)
After some algebra, we have
P †HUP |q, k, µµ′〉
=
1
N
∑
i
Ui
∑
ν
∑
k′ 6=k or ν′ 6=µ′
U↑∗iν′(k′)U↑iν′(k′)U↓iµ(k − q)U↓∗iν (k − q)|q, k, νµ′〉

− 1
N
∑
i
Ui
∑
ν
∑
ν′ 6=µ′
U↑∗iµ′(k)U↑iν′(k)U↓iµ(k − q)U↓∗iν (k − q)|q, k, νν′〉

− 1
N
∑
i
Ui
∑
p 6=0
∑
ν,ν′
U↑∗iµ′(k)U↑iν′(k + p)U↓iµ(k − q)U↓∗iν (k + p− q)|q, k + p, νν′〉

(8)
Equipped with Eq.6 and Eq.8, we can obtain the quan-
tities we computed in this paper.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The low energy spectra of spin-1 excitations out of
the flat-band ferromagnetic state obtained by the PED
method are shown in Fig.2 as solid lines for several Us,
together with the results by the UED method as red dots
for a comparison. The UED results are calculated with
Nq = 8 which is the maximum size we can access, and
the PED results with Nq ranging from as small as 8 to
as large as 800. One can see that the PED results con-
verge when Nq ≥ 60 for all Us considered here, though
the size dependence is obvious when Nq < 60 in the case
of a small Us = 0.02 as shown in Fig.2(a). At the same
time, the PED and UED results agree with each other
qualitatively, verifying that the projection onto the flat-
band is applicable. Therefore, we will start our discussion
based on the results calculated with the PED method
with Nq = 800 in the following, which are shown as pur-
ple lines in Fig.2. One can see that the low energy spec-
tra exhibit well defined band structures. As is common
in local spin models, we identify the lower band as the
acoustic magnon band and the upper band as the op-
tical magnon band. Above these well defined collective
modes, we have observed the high energy Stoner contin-
uum, which is not shown here41. At q = 0, the acoustic
magnon band is gapless, which is the character of a fer-
romagnetic excitation with the Goldstone mode. For a
small Us, there exists a gap between the acoustic and
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FIG. 2. (color online). Mangon bands calculated by PED
(solid lines) and UED (red dots, Nq = 8) with (a) Us = 0.02,
(b) Us = 0.40, (c) Us=0.78. Other parameters are fixed at
t = 1.0, λ = 1.4, Ud = 1.0. The inset in (a) shows the magnon
bands calculated by PED with Nq = 800 around q = pi.
nearly flat optical magnon band, which can be seen more
clearly from the inset of Fig.2(a). Interestingly, the gap
closes at q = pi when Us is increased to be near 0.409,
and reopens with the further increase of Us, suggesting a
kind of transition [see Fig.2(b) and (c)]. However, from
the point of view of PED, the ground state of Eq.1 is
nothing but the Fermi sea filling all the spin-up single
particle states of the flat electron band, which is merely
determined by the free part of Eq.1. Thus, the ground
state remains unchanged during this transition and no
local order parameter can be used to distinguish the two
phases separated by this transition. Therefore, this tran-
sition is not a traditional phase transition.
To explore the nature of the transition with Us, we
resort to the study of the band topology. The generic
topological information of a one-dimensional band is en-
coded in its Berry phase, which can be represented as
γ = Im
∮
〈Ψq| ∂
∂q
|Ψq〉dq (9)
where |Ψq〉 denotes the corresponding eigenstate of the
band with momentum q. The calculation of γ requires
the comparison between eigenstates at different points
in momentum space, which in general, belong to dif-
ferent Hilbert spaces. Mathematically, such a compar-
ison needs the parallel transport of eigenstates from one
point to another in momentum space. While physically,
it can be resolved by a natural indexing of the basis of
the Hilbert spaces at different momentum points. Our
PED method provides such a natural indexing. As il-
lustrated in Fig.1(c), the basis for spin-1 excitations
with center-of-mass momentum q can be represented as
|q, ki〉 = α†ki−q↓αki↑|GS〉, where α
†
ki−q↓ creates a spin-
down electron on the flat band with momentum ki − q
and αki↑ annihilates a spin-up electron on the flat band
with momentum ki. Thus, the two-particle basis can be
viewed as a multi-orbital single particle basis, with ki
acting as the orbital index. Then, analogous to the sys-
tems of free particles, the calculation of the Berry phase
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FIG. 3. (color online). (a) Quantities obtained by the PED
method to determine the phase digram shown in Fig.3(b).
The blue line represents the magnitude of the gap between
the acoustic band and optical band at q = pi with Nq = 800.
The green solid line and green dashed line represent the corre-
sponding Berry phase of the acoustic band and optical band
with the same parameters, respectively. Other parameters
are fixed at t = 1.0, λ = 1.4, Ud = 1.0. (b) Phase diagram
of Eq.(1). FM and TFM denotes ferromagnetic and topologi-
cal ferromagnetic acoustic magnons, respectively. The dotted
line marks the parameters used in Fig.3(a) and in Fig.4(a).
for itinerant magnon bands becomes straightforward. In
Fig.3(a), we show the Berry phase γ as a function of the
ratio Us/Ud, together with the gap between the acous-
tic and optical magnon bands ∆pi at q = pi. The green
solid line and green dashed line represent the Berry phase
of the acoustic and optical magnon band, respectively,
and the blue solid line represents ∆pi. One can find that
the optical magnon band has already acquired a pi Berry
phase for small Us values, but the acoustic magnon band
exhibits the topological trivial property with a zero Berry
phase. Remarkably, accompanying the closing and re-
opening of the gap ∆pi, the Berry phase of the acoustic
magnon band changes from 0 to pi, while that of the op-
tical band changes from pi to 0. We thus identify the
Hubbard interaction Us driven transition as a topolog-
ical transition, after which the acoustic magnon band
becomes topological nontrivial.
The above discussions can be summarized by the phase
diagram shown in Fig.3(b). Here, FM denotes ferro-
magnetic acoustic magnons and TFM denotes topological
acoustic magnons. An interesting fact about the phase
diagram is, for a fixed ratio of Us/Ud, the increase of
the hybridization λ between conduction electrons and lo-
cal impurities can also drive the system from the FM
phase to TFM phase. This implies that λ and Us play a
cooperative role in the generation of topological acoustic
magnons. This is because the onsite energy of the B sites
 = λ2/t− 2t also increases with the increase of λ, which
results in transfers of electrons from the B site to A site,
and thus enhances the effect of the Hubbard interactions
on the A site.
According to the bulk-edge correspondence, the acous-
tic magnon band in the TFM phase, which hosts a non-
zero Berry phase, should lead to the localized in-gap
magnonic modes when the system is subject to open
boundary conditions. So, let us now check the existence
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FIG. 4. (color online). At the top: (a) Magnon spectrum of
Eq.1 subject to open boundary conditions. At the bottom:
Difference of the Sz profile between the in-gap or near-gap
magnon states and ground state with (b) Us = 0.02, (c) Us =
0.30 and (d) Us = 0.78. Other parameters are fixed at t = 1.0,
λ = 1.4, Ud = 1.0.
of the edge states for magnonic excitations. We note that
the exact definition of edge states in a many body sys-
tem is rather subtle44. Here, we use a simple but sensible
method to detect edge magnonic modes: we compute the
expectation value of the z component of electron spins
both on the ground state and a relevant state, then use
their difference, i.e., the quantity
∆〈Sz〉 = 〈M|Sz|M〉 − 〈GS|Sz|GS〉 (10)
as a measurement of the edge magnonic modes, where
|M〉 denotes a state used to test if it has edge magnonic
modes. In Fig.4, we plot the magnon spectrum of Eq.1
on a geometry with open boundaries, and the profiles of
∆〈Sz〉 for four relevant in-gap or near-gap states which
are denoted by red, green, purple and blue lines. In such
a system, the dimension of the irreducible Hilbert space
of spin-1 excitations scales quadratically with the system
size, due to the lack of the center-of-mass momentum as
a good quantum number. Therefore, only a restricted
system size can be numerically accessed. In Fig.4, the
system size is 120 (60 unit cells containing 2 inequivalent
A and B sites). As can be seen in Fig.4(a), after the
topological transition, there always exist two degenerate
in-gap magnonic states which are denoted by the purple
and green lines (converge due to degeneracy). In this Us
regime, the ∆〈Sz〉 profile exhibits clear characteristic of
edge modes, with one denoted by the purple line on one
end and the other by the green line on the other end,
as shown in Fig.4(d) for Us = 0.78. It is noted that the
spectral weight of the edge modes does not concentrate
on only one end, instead it leaves a small part of weight on
the other end. It arises because the two in-gap magnonic
states are exactly degenerate and any superposition of
them is also an eigenstate of the system, which may de-
viate from the ground state at both ends of the chain,
so this does not imply a kind of fractionalization of the
corresponding magnons. Combining the results of the pi
Berry phase and edge modes after the Us driven transi-
tion, we can conclude that there are topological acoustic
magnons after Us ≈ 0.409.
We would like to mention that there also seem to be
in-gap magnonic edge modes (green line and blue line,
degenerate) before the topological transition, as shown
in Fig.4(a). In fact, when Us/Ud is larger than 0.1, the
profile of ∆〈Sz〉 suggests that they are also edge modes
as shown in Fig.4(c) for Us = 0.3. Yet without the close
of the magnon gap, these states are continuously con-
nected to those with Us/Ud around 0.02, which do not
show edge modes [see Fig.4(b)]. Of course, when Us/Ud
is as small as 0.02, it can be seen from Fig.2(a) and Fig.3
that the magnon gap is also very small and the system
may suffer from the finite-size effect, and it is unclear
whether a chain with 120 sites is large enough to deter-
mine the properties in the thermal dynamic limit. On the
other hand, we want to remark that the pi Berry phase
of the optical magnon band before the topological tran-
sition does not guarantee the existence of magnonic edge
modes in the gap between the acoustic band and optical
band according to the bulk-edge correspondence. A pos-
sible consequence of this pi Berry phase is the existence
of edge modes in the gap between the optical band and
Stoner continuum. However, due to the flatness of the
optical band and Stoner continuum [as can be seen in
Fig.2(a), Fig.5(a) and Fig.6(a)], the relevant eigenstates
are highly near-degenerate, which makes its verification
rather difficult in the framework of PED method.
IV. STABILITY OF TOPOLOGICAL MAGNONS
Topological magnons are expected to be stable against
perturbations that do not destroy the magnetic order of
the ground state or that do not close the magnonic gap
between the acoustic band and optical band. In this sec-
tion, two kinds of perturbations, i.e. the non-flatness of
the lower electron band and the nearest neighbor inter-
actions between electrons will be discussed to show the
stability of the itinerant topological magnons.
A. Non-flatness of lower electron band
As stated in Sec.II, an exact flat electron band exists
when  = λ2/t − 2t. When  deviates this value, the
lower electron band will disperse. Let H∆ denotes this
deviation:
H∆ = ∆
∑
i
c†iBciB (11)
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FIG. 5. (color online). (a)-(d) Spin-1 excitation spectra calcu-
lated by PED with Nq = 800 of Eq.1 perturbed by Eq.11 with
(a) Us = 0.30, ∆ = 0, (b) Us = 0.30, ∆ = 0.22, (c) Us = 0.30,
∆ = 0.30, (d) Us = 0.30, ∆ = 0.45. The shaded area repre-
sents the Stoner continuum. Insets of (a)-(d) show the corre-
sponding perturbed free electron bands. (e) The phase dia-
gram in the ∆-Us parameter space. NFM, FM and TFM rep-
resent non-ferromagnetic phase, ferromagnetic magnons and
topological ferromagnetic magnons, respectively. Red stars
mark the parameters used in (a)-(d). Other parameters are
fixed at t = 1.0, λ = 1.4, Ud = 1.0.
The spin-1 excitation spectra of Eq.1 with H∆ are
shown in Fig.5(a)-Fig.5(d). The perturbed free elec-
tron bands are also shown in the corresponding insets.
With ∆, the flat electron band becomes dispersive. As
∆ grows, the gap between the acoustic band and optical
band closes [Fig.5(b)] and reopens [Fig.5(c)]. Meanwhile,
we find that the Berry phase of the acoustic band changes
from 0 to pi while that of the optical band changes from
pi to 0. With the further increase of ∆, the acoustic band
touches zero energy at q = pi [Fig.5(d)], which marks the
destablization of the ferromagnetic ground state. This
instability results from the competition between the ki-
netic energy and the potential energy of the electrons, as
a fully spin-polarized state minimizes the energy of Hub-
bard interactions but cost more energy when the electron
band disperses.
The phase diagram of Eq.1 with H∆ in the ∆-Us
plane are shown in Fig.5(e). Here, NFM, FM and
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FIG. 6. (color online). (a)-(d) Spin-1 excitation spectra cal-
culated by PED with Nq = 800 of Eq.1 perturbed by Eq.12
with (a) Us = 0.30, V = 0, (b) Us = 0.30, V = 0.09, (c)
Us = 0.30, V = 0.40, (d) Us = 0.30, V = 0.64. The shaded
area represents the Stoner continuum. (e) The phase diagram
in the V -Us parameter space. NFM, FM and TFM represents
non-ferromagnetic phase, ferromagnetic magnons and topo-
logical ferromagnetic magnons, respectively. Red stars mark
the parameters used in (a)-(d). Other parameters are fixed
at t = 1.0, λ = 1.25, Ud = 1.0.
TFM represent non-ferromagnetic phase, ferromagnetic
magnons and topological ferromagnetic magnons, respec-
tively. Apparently, TFM survives quite a wide range of
parameters as long as the perturbation H∆ does not de-
stroy the ferromagnetic ground state. An intriguing fact
can also be observed that a small but positive H∆ helps
to drive the system topologically non-trivial because such
a term increases the onsite energy of B sites and thus en-
hances the Hubbard interaction on A sites, as is similar
to the effect of the increase of λ.
B. Nearest neighbor interaction between electrons
Another kind of perturbation is the nearest neighbor
interactions between electrons HV :
HV = V
∑
〈ij〉AB
n†iAnjB (12)
7The spin-1 excitation spectra of Eq.1 with HV are
shown in Fig.6(a)-Fig.6(d). As is similar to the ef-
fect of ∆, with the increase of V , the gap between the
acoustic band and optical band closes[Fig.6(b)] and re-
opens[Fig.6(c)], accompanying with the Berry phase of
the acoustic band changing from 0 to pi and that of the
optical band changing from pi to 0. Different from pre-
vious cases, a larger V strongly suppresses the disper-
sion of the acoustic band and pushes it to zero[Fig.6(d)].
This instability may result from the competition between
charge density wave(CDW) and ferromagnetic order be-
cause HV favors a CDW order. Fig.6(e) is the phase
diagram of Eq.1 with HV in the V -Us plane. Clearly,
TFM also survives in an extended range of the nearest
neighbor electron interactions.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we elaborate a new scenario that topologi-
cal acoustic magnons can emerge from itinerant flat-band
ferromagnet, which is different from previous ones that
topological magnons exists in local spin models. The pro-
totype model is a one-dimensional flat-band ferromagnet,
which can be viewed as a quarter filled periodic Ander-
son model with impurities located at the center of the
bonds and hybridizing with conducting electrons at their
neighboring sites. Concentrating on the physics related
to the flat-band, we can project the model Hamiltonian
onto the flat band and carry out the large-size calculation
of spin-1 excitations based on the exact diagonalization
method. We find a correlation-driven topological tran-
sition to realize non-trivial acoustic magnons, which is
driven by the onsite Hubbard repulsion for conducting
electrons.
The mechanism that results in itinerant topological
magnons is different from that in local spin models with
DM interactions. On the one hand, DM interactions
breaks the spin SU(2) rotation symmetry while our proto-
type model preserves this symmetry. On the other hand,
the particle number per physical site in local spin mod-
els is restricted to be 1. Therefore, no charge fluctuation
is allowed in such systems and the standard linear spin
wave theory applies. Then magnons are understood as
the precession of ordered magnetization and the DM in-
teraction acts as a vector potential for the propagation of
magnons similar to the magnetic field for electrons. How-
ever, no restriction of particle number (other than the
Pauli exclusion principle) is a priori required for itiner-
ant magnets, and the low energy spin excitations (acous-
tic magnons and optical magnons) are accompanied with
strong charge fluctuations. Therefore, we can not derive
a low-energy effective spin model for itinerant magnets by
the usual strong coupling expansion. The lack of such an
effective spin model makes it be hard to gain a complete
understanding of the emergence of topological magnons,
and further works are needed to reveal the microscopic
mechanism. Our proposal is based on a one-dimensional
model and its possible realization is suggested in cold
atom simulations. We also expect to explore other itin-
erant magnets in higher dimensions.
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